
How to 
Land Great Talent 
by Conducting Great
Interviews
Tips and Tricks to Help You
Break the Interview Facade



Shed Light on 

your Candidate
Done right, the in-person interview can shed light on how a
candidate will fit into your organization in a way that the resume
can’t. Keep in mind that job candidates prepare for job
interviews and can be a little robotic with their responses. I’ll
walk you through some interview tips and tricks that will help
you peel back that facade and give you an authentic look at your
candidate.

Once you’ve made it to the interview stage of the hiring process, you’re
likely working with your top four or five candidates. On paper they all
look great. But what’s on paper isn’t the only thing that matters. If it
were, hiring managers wouldn’t be wasting almost a quarter of every
dollar they spend on hiring. 

By implementing our interview techniques, you can gauge if you’re talking to a
potential employee that will be at your company for eight years or only eight months.
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I think an interview, properly

considered, should be an

investigation. You shouldn't know

what the interview will yield.

Otherwise, why do it at all? 

 -Errol Morris
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Looking over a candidate's
resume, familiarizing
yourself with their career,
and determining if they are
task-motivated is a good
start to an average
interview. But if you're
going for an earth-
shattering interview, you
need to shift your mindset.

Too many hiring managers
see the interview as a way
to weed out the weak.
Instead, use it as a tool to
highlight the strong. Both
strong and weak candidates
are interested in the
compensation package. But
unlike weak candidates,
strong ones are motivated by
growth and fresh opportunity.

Great employees look for
ways to flex their career
muscles. Just like a
marathon runner trains to
beat their personal record,
awesome applicants are
drawn to career jumps even
if the compensation
package isn’t top of the
line.

“If this “career gap” (e.g.,
bigger team, bigger
budget, better projects,
more impact and exposure,
faster growth, etc.) is big
enough, compensation
becomes less important. If
the gap is too wide the
candidate is too light for
the job, and if the gap is
too small, or nonexistent,
the job isn’t big enough.”
-Lou Adler

Career Gap
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What can a first impression tell us about anyone? Why, no more than a chord can tell us about Beethoven. 
- Amor Towles

Star candidates come in all shapes and sizes. Some are
tall, dark and handsome with a lot of confidence. Some are
the total opposite! Don’t disqualify a candidate just
because they’re not what you expected your star employee
to look like. In the end, you are determining two important
characteristics: can they do the job, and will they do the job.

First impressions can be extremely valuable, but don’t let
snap judgements override everything else. There are
qualities about a person that can only be uncovered
through investigation. A somewhat shy, even awkward
person could be the most motivated, qualified, and
dedicated candidate you’ll interview. Einstein’s first
impression probably didn’t imply his genius.

Keep an Open Mind
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There's only one interview

technique that matters... Do

your homework so you can

listen to the answers and react

to them and ask follow-ups. 

 - Jim Lehrer



Do Your Homework
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The candidate you’re about to interview
deserves the effort it takes to do some research
on them. During the initial resume screen, you

likely only spent six seconds looking over a

candidate’s resume. Now that you have chosen

who to bring in for an interview, actually read it!

If you aren’t familiar with the candidate’s

background, you won’t ask questions that

fully allow them to express their strengths. If

you make this mistake, you could easily

pass over an excellent candidate. I don’t

cover optimal interview questions here, but

check out my list of 27 Interview Questions

to Actually Learn About Your Candidates. 

Thanks to social media and online sharing, it’s easy

to do some candidate sleuthing. With just a quick

online search, you can get some basic information

about hobbies and  interests. With some of these

simple bits of knowledge, you can get a lot of

insight into a person’s personality. 

Social media can help identify disqualifying

attributes about a candidate, but it can showcase

qualifying attributes as well! What do they tweet?

“My boss is so dumb! #worksucks” or “Hey,
@Google, make up your mind! How long can our
meta descriptions be?! #SEO #metadata”? An

industry-specific tweet like the second one could

lead to an interesting conversation in an interview.



Know What

You Need
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If you’re hiring for a specific position, you should know the needs of that
position inside and out. Talk to the team they’ll be working on to find out their
needs. The more fine-tuned your understanding of a job, the more particular
you can be about the candidate. In other words, if you know the exact shape
of the open space in a puzzle, you know what to look for in the missing
piece. 

Keep in mind the overall hiring needs of your company. Don’t pass up on
great talent just because they aren’t what that specific position needs. If
you find someone with good experience that is highly motivated, let other
departments know! You could even create a new role specifically for that
candidate.
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Calm mind brings inner

strength and self-

confidence. 

 - Dalai Lama
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Relax
This is pretty simple. You can't get to know your candidate well if one or both of you are nervous.

Ask Non-job Related Questions Illegal Questions

Keep it Conversational

Break the ice early in the interview. Just make conversation. A
starter like “Tell me about yourself” is great, but also ask follow-
up questions. The point of this is to get the two of you
comfortable talking with each other and to get to know the
candidate as a person, not just as a professional.

"The secret
is to have
one to two
good open-
ended
questions
that require
the person to
talk" 
 - J.T.
O’Donnell

The conversational interviewing technique is unscripted. Think of
it as a brainstorming session. After introducing yourself and getting
to know your candidate, lay out the position with all its needs,
responsibilities, and problems. Then, brainstorm with the
candidate to see what they would do. It’s not a bad idea to have
questions ready, but the basis of the interview is just a targeted
conversation.

In your efforts to be friendly and
get to know the candidate, watch
out for illegal or otherwise
discriminatory questions. If you
accidentally ask one and the
candidate calls you out,
apologize. Inform them that it
was accidental and move on.
Slipping up on this can be
awkward, but you can recover
easily if you admit and apologize
for your mistake.
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My dad told me when I went into

high school, "It's not what you do

when you walk in the door that

matters. It's what you do when you

walk out." That's when you've made a

lasting impression.

 - Jim Thome



The Compensation Conversation

Give them a Timeline

Show Candidates Around

Wrapping Up

Take the initiative to ask your candidate about
compensation before they ask you. It can be
uncomfortable for them to ask how much they’ll get paid
for a certain job. When negotiating compensation, keep in
mind that you’re on the same side. You both want the new
employee to be paid appropriately for the job they’ll be
doing. This will help keep the employee happy at the job,
reduce turnover, and increase productivity.

Don’t stress out your candidates by keeping them in
suspense. Let them know how long the hiring process takes
and they’ll keep interest. You risk losing top candidates if
you leave them in the dark.

“Invest in your employees. If you are
hiring "the right people", they will return
the investment several times over!” 
 - D. Brant Pittman

The interview isn’t over until the candidate is out the door,
but getting out of the interview room and showing them
around the office can make it feel more casual. Your
candidate may lower their guard a bit and allow you to
gain new insight into their personality. Touring the
office also lets your candidate get a better feel for the
company culture, who they will work with, what life is like
on a daily basis, and how it would be to work with your
team.
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Other Tips and Tricks

Keep Candidates on their Toes

Follow-up Questions Tangents are Okay

Keep Communication Open

Don’t let the candidate mindlessly recite prepared answers for
the duration of the interview. I’ve listed a few ways to prompt
authentic answers, but come up with your own too!

If you really want to get to know your candidate
(which you certainly do), let them talk. You’ll learn
more things about your candidate that way than you
would otherwise.

Don’t lose your top candidates because your hiring processes are slow.
Speed them up and get organized with an online tool like Eddy.

Anyone can walk into an interview with a few rehearsed
answers under their belt. Follow-up questions can help break
down walls and gain insight about their people skills. One-
worded answers won’t give you much to work with, so be
sure to generate more conversation by following up!

According to a Robert Half study, 39 percent of respondents
would lose interest in the role and look for other positions if the
hiring process took too long.
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